
WORLD-CLASS TOOLS, WORLDWIDE REACH 
 

 

Since its birth in 2004, Ronix has pursued perfection in the global market, with a primary focus on 
customer satisfaction. The path to this goal was to produce world-class quality tools in a wide variety. 
Doing this, our business grew to be one of the prominent tool manufacturing brands to have worked in 
this field. Meaning we’re honored to be at our clients’ service from more than 90 countries all around 
the world. 

 

Ronix branding agency takes the liberty to make our customers sell more. To fulfill a wider area of our 
customers’ needs, we provide them not only with top-quality products but also with free branding and 
advertising services.  



 

 

Over the past few months, Ronix has started an exciting journey to expand the experience to a global 
scale. Ronix Global Tour started on the Silk Road of China in Canton Fair, went to the dazzling deserts of 
the United Arab Emirates in Big 5 Global, and now we’re continuing the journey by the bank of the majestic 
Rhine in Germany for Eisenwarenmesse. 

In this exhibition, known to be the largest international hardware fair, Ronix appears with its glorious 
stand, designed and built in-house by Ronix Branding Agency; showing a glimpse of the services with which 
we can provide our customers. Visit Ronix’s stand and witness the quality at Hall: 10.1, Stand: C-090-B-
090. 



 

More than just a trade show, Eisenwarenmesse presents a unique opportunity to: 

• Connect with the Ronix sales team and managers: Discuss how they can empower your business. 
• Fly to Frankfurt and visit the Ronix office and showroom. 
• Experience the future of tools: Witness the world-class quality and innovation that defines Ronix. 

Join Ronix team at Eisenwarenmesse 2024 and discover how our tools and services can help you achieve 
your goals and uplift your business. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Company Portrait: 
 

RONIX STORY: 
CRAFTING EXCELLENCE 
SINCE 2004 
Ronix stands as a reliable manufacturer renowned for delivering an extensive range of top-tier 
tools and spare parts at affordable prices, while maintaining the quality. Supported by a well-
equipped 30,000m2 warehouse, we ensure swift order processing and shipment within 15 days. 
Our approach to Minimum Order Quantities (M.O.Q) is flexible, and, in addition, our clients 
benefit from free-of-charge advertising services. Crafted and produced in-house by the Ronix 
Branding Agency, these services are aimed to increase our clients' revenue to unprecedented 
heights. 

 

Contact person press: Hannes 

Contact person press Phone number: +49 176 85389411 

E-mail of the contact person press: hannes@ronixtools.com 
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